Losers become winners in lottery

WASHINGTON (UPI) – America's first draft lottery in 27 years yesterday decided by the luck of the draw which of 850,000 young men of military age will be called to serve next year.

"September 14th," was the first birthday to be called out as youth representatives of the various states, one by one, out of the large blue plastic capsules from a big glass laboratory jar at Selective Service Headquarters.

Then in rapid order came April 24, Dec. 30, Feb. 14, and Oct. 18. With a third of the 366 birthdates capsules drawn, 17 represented days in December meaning that those born in December, 1951, would be highly vulnerable to the draft during 1970.

Under the new lottery system, a youth's birthday would be the key to the order in which he would be subject to the draft call. However, it was first drawn first called, last drawn, last – and would probably be called. Those affected by the third lottery in three generations consisted of 1A registrants between their 19th and 26th birthdays.

Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, 76 year old outgoing director of the draft, spoke briefly following the opening prayer and the first capsule was drawn by Rep. Alexander Pirnie, R. of New York, a member of the House Military Affairs Committee.

"The Defense Department has given this breakdown of its manpower needs for 1970. Of the 850,000 eligible 1A registrants, 290,000 are expected to volunteer instead of being drafted, leaving a Selective Service pool of 560,000.

"The Pentagon believes that an estimated 250,000 of these will be drafted under the new law. Thus the remaining 310,000 would not have to serve and would be able to plan their lives in the expectation they will see no military interruption. However, should the number of volunteers fall below the prediction, the number needed as draftees would increase."

The priority situation under the birthday lottery may vary from locality to locality. Local draft boards are to be given the assigned draft quotas to be filled.

Therefore it is possible that a local board may use all of the calls for a certain birthday and another may use only part of the other born on the same date. If birthdates 18-H; 19-H; 20-L; 21-M; 22-A; 23-R; 24-E; 25-B; 26-V.

Of the 56 young men scheduled to draw capsules, the birthday lottery may vary from locality to locality. Local draft boards are to be given the assigned draft quotas to be filled.

Following is the order of the alphabet to be applied in the first letter of last names in determining the order of call for inductees with the same birth dates. 1-1; 2-2; 3-3; 4-4; 5-5; 6-6; 7-7; 8-8; 9-9; 10-P; 11-L; 12-Y; 13-U; 14-C; 15-F; 16-1; 17-K; 18-H; 19-S; 20-M; 21-X; 22-A; 23-R; 24-E; 25-B; 26-V.

The newly ratified University Court convenes this morning to hear the decision of each individual member of the Notre Dame Ten as to whether he wants to be tried under the University Court or by the old tripartite appeals board contained in the old Judicial Code.

A directive from the SLC ordered the University Court to extend the date on which the defendants was presented to them at last Wednesday's preliminary hearing to this afternoon. The preliminary hearing was formulated at last Monday's meeting after the SLC had ratified the University Court and the sections of the new Judicial Code pertinent to the hearing of the case of the "Ten."

The SLC action was prompted by a letter from Father Hesburgh to Professor James Massey, SLC Chairman, stating that the letter had not had time to review the recently passed Judicial Code.

Hesburgh said that he had no objections to specially approving the section but did have made it necessary for five of the six Court members to vote for conviction of the "Ten." in order for Father Riehle's actions to be upheld.

Professor Massey made a motion incorporating Hesburgh's belief that a simple majority of the six Court members should be necessary to uphold Riehle. After being amended to include the possibility that a student may choose to go before the old appellate body, it was passed. The University Court at Wednesday's meeting was unable to dispose of preliminary matters of definitions and failed to hear opening motions from the defense.

Instead the meeting consisted of introductions of the ten defendants and the six members of the Court, the reading of the SLC directive to the defendants, and a motion for continuance from Gary McLerney, Defense counsel for the "Ten."
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'Ten' trial to continue; court option to be decided

The University may press for either a temporary or a permanent injunction, but it is not known which will be sought by the administration.

The persons named in the court order, Brian Medcalf, Rick Libowitz, Tim MacCarry, Fred Dedrick, and Sister Joanne Malone, have now acquired a lawyer and will present their case on the day appointed by the court.

At least three of those named did not want the blocking of the office as was charged in the court order. However, the restraining order must name specific persons in order to be legally effective.

The five could not predict just what action will take place in the hearing on December 11, but the action will most probably depend on what kind of injunction is sought by the University.

The five demonstrators who were involved in the Dow-CIA protest, named in a court restraining order, have been granted an extension which postpones their hearing until December 11. Several of the protesters appeared in court on Monday, November 24, to enter a plea for an extension of the hearing on the grounds that the five needed more time to arrange their defense.

The hearing is to be held to decide whether or not the restraining order should be declared either a temporary or permanent injunction prohibiting such demonstrations. The five must present reasons why such an injunction should not be brought against the protest.

Gary McLerney

That you'll receive your draft board notice. There are varying factors such as the quotas assigned to your local Selective Service board, deferments, whether your birthday comes high or low in this middle grouping.

If your birthday is drawn in the bottom third from 245 to 366, there is small likelihood you will be summoned in the draft. And you can probably plan your life and career in the knowledge you will have no military service requirement

If you are temporarily deferred because of college, your exempt status continues but the priority level in which your birthday falls in the drawing will be effective for the year your exemption expires. Thus if you inelude graduate or drop out of college in 1973, if your birthday was the 15th number drawn in the Monday lottery, you would be placed in the 15th level of calls up in 1974 even though a different birthday was drawn 15th that year.
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Hesburgh to try to meet proposals

by Tim Treanor
University President Father Theodore Hesburgh pledged before a rally held last Monday in the fieldhouse to do "all I can" to delay the scheduled fieldhouse demolition.

Hesburgh appeared before a gathering estimated at between one hundred and seventy-five and two hundred Notre Dame and St. Mary's students and faculty, and pledged to attempt to meet a three-point program advocated by the loosely-organized "save the fieldhouse" committee. The three-point program includes provisions to:
1. establish a University Arts Center for the University of Notre Dame
2. give art department chairman, Professor Thomas A. Fern, at least until the end of the 1969-70 school year to raise an unspecified percentage of the estimated $1.3 million dollars needed to renovate the fieldhouse.
3. That a meeting between students, artists, and University vice-presidents concerning the fieldhouse be arranged.

Hesburgh's appearance followed closely to ninety minutes of heated debate on tactics fieldhouse supporters would use to draw the attention of the University president. A crowd of nearly five hundred people dwindled down to less than half that number as a straggling segment of the assemblage, led by assistant committee head Rob Bartlett, advocated a march on Keenan Hall, where Hesburgh was celebrating the Hall's twelfth anniversary.

Barlett suggested that the crowd wait silently in the Keenan hall lobby and confront Hesburgh. However, a faction led by committee head Tom Kronk who suggested that student union academic commissioner J. Patrick Dowdall go down to Keenan and attempt to induce Father Hesburgh to come to the fieldhouse where the assemblage was meeting, won out as the crowd waited for half and hour.

At this point the crowd appeared willing to march down to Keenan hall, and even Kronk acquiesced to a plan to "stand silently in the lobby." But Assistant Professor Donald Yates, who earlier in the meeting said that "in this point in time it is the artist who can save society," announced that Hesburgh would appear before the group after he had finished eating with the Keenan hall residents.

Hesburgh received a standing ovation when he arrived, and he proceeded to talk about the "miserable condition" of the arts, both nationwide and at Notre Dame. But he criticized the conditions of the fieldhouse, and warned that it would cost $102,000 for immediate upkeep of the fieldhouse.

But ultimately, Hesburgh had nothing but praise for the fieldhouse assemblage.

I would think that one of the most impressive things about the arts here is the interest that you have," Hesburgh speaking before the group.

"There are so many good ideas that we have almost that we can't possibly implement of our financial situation."

Fern, speaking after Hesburgh had finished, reiterated arguments he had presented to the rally earlier. He said that he had contacted a Notre Dame graduate architect Fr. J. McDermott who claimed to be able to make 75,000 square feet worth of floor space available for the $1.3 million figure.

Fern admitted that raising the money would be difficult, but felt that various foundations would be willing to meet the expenses.

Hall President Council hears project request

by Jim Graif
The Hall Presidents Council last night heard two requests for assistance in community projects.

Tony Scolaro, Alumni Hall President, introduced Tom Parnell, the Muscular Dystrophy chairman for Northern Indiana.

He proposed a 'Shamrocks for Dysphropy' campaign. He pointed out the success attained by the University of Michigan in a short drive last year. The possibility of interhall competition was suggested. Parnell mentioned a statement by a lady concerning the earlier campaign.

She said that such efforts by students remove some of the tarnish from the image of college students.

Dave Lab of the Community Relations Commission presented the idea of the various halls holding Christmas parties for poor children at the Head Start Centers around the city. Each hall would be able to plan the party to be as lavish or simple as they wish. These parties would be in cooperation with the Head Start coordinators.

IPC chairman Tom Suess explained the results of a meeting held Nov. 23 attended by members of the Student Life Council and the Hall Presidents Council. The discussion centered on hall autonomy. The group came to the conclusion that hall autonomy is included in the powers given to the halls by the SLC with the new judicial system in effect the only aspect of hall life not controlled by the halls is parental hours.

The members also tried to determine what is needed to make a perfect hall, and what can be done to improve spirit in the halls. The SLC members and the HPC Presidents hope to meet in the near future to have a frank discussion on personnel.
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SLC allocates $5000 for minority scholarship

By Bill Carter

At last night's Student Life Council meeting, the Council passed a proposal calling for the allocation of $5000, collected from disciplinary traffic violations on campus, for the purpose of beginning a "minority scholarship fund." The proposal, as presented by student representative Ted Jones, called for the money to "partially finance" the scholarships with a special emphasis on recruitment.

In making his proposal concerning the minority scholarship fund, Jones pointed out that the money collected from traffic violations had been accumulating over the past two years without any indication of how it would be put to use. He answered objections from those who claimed a percentage of the Cotton Bowl profits were to be directed to this purpose by stating that money was needed right now to recruit next year's freshman class.

Jones emphasized the fact that the $5000 would only serve as a beginning for the fund, as capital to work with to handle preliminary planning and details, such as finding people to man the scholarship committee.

Jones explained the need for a minority scholarship fund at Notre Dame. "Notre Dame needs a far greater diversity in its community. Right now there are only two scholarships I know of which are particularly for minority students, and yet 82 of the 83 blacks on campus are currently on some form of financial aid. It usually consists of a National Defense loan or something like that. But if you want to start attracting the talented people in the minorities to Notre Dame you have to be ready to offer more. These people are getting more at other places. A scholarship fund would bring more of these people here, I mean non-Catholics, blacks, Mexican Americans and maybe just people from the South. This is the kind of diversity we need at Notre Dame."

Dean of Students Rev. James Ritchie, however, pointed out that the Council really had no authority concerning the allocation of funds but that the proposal could be made in the form of a recommendation to the Vice-President for Business Affairs, Rev. Jerome Wilson. The motion was passed with only two dissenting votes. The Council also passed a motion concerning the ten-cent shuttle bus fare. As finally stated the motion called for nothing more than continued negotiation on the issue between the student government and the Academic Affairs Office.

The shuttle bus motion, as originally presented by Student Body President Phil McKenna, called for the elimination of the ten cent fare by next year with Notre Dame and St. Mary's sharing the additional cost of running the bus after 6 p.m. McKenna presented figures which showed the bus company to be "breaking even or better" on the service charge required at night. McKenna said it cost each school about $12,000 a year for the use of the bus during the day and that the additional cost would be about $4,250 a year.

McKenna's motion was amended by Prof. John Houck to call only for further negotiation on the subject and not for elimination of the fare and substitution of University funds to finance the use of the bus. Houck's amended motion passed easily, despite McKenna's objection that the amendment made the motion meaningless.

In a final piece of business the Council agreed to hold an informal meeting with the Hall President's Council on Dec. 14 for the purpose of discussing the present situation of hall life, with particular emphasis on the problems with the present partial system.
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The Observer allocates $5000 for minority scholarship
As a public service, The Observer submits the following program script to the major TV networks in an effort to take the strain off Spiris Agnew.

Narrator: Tonight, live from beautiful, downtown Washington (the rest of the city is sleeping but that’s not our problem) in the heart of the Selective Service National Headquarters, Hershey Candy Company patriotically presents the “Fath Bowl, or You Bet Your Life.” Our host for the evening is the guiding light of America’s youth, that wonderful and warm humorist, Al Gaff. But before we introduce Al, a word from our other first half sponsors Dow Chemical Co. and Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. In an attempt at fairness, the second half will be sponsored by the Hudson Bay Real Estate Company.

(Commercial)

Narrator: Here’s the man the draft wouldn’t be the draft without. He’s AI.

(Al: Marine Corps Band breaks into a rendition of “Bay Real Estate Company.”)

Narrator: Now for the draft of the future. Here it is, fun lovers. Bob Hope.

Al: I just ran into a hippie the other day who said he was with the Marine Corps.

Narrator: Here’s the man the draft wouldn’t be the draft without. 

(Chorus of boos from the Marine Band)

Al: (to the front) I just ran into a hippie the other day who said he was with the Marine Corps. I know, I know, (he said fishingly) why should I close the windows in here? (Marine Corps Band breaks into a rendition of “Bay Real Estate Company.”)

Narrator: Because I’m beginning to feel a draft.

(Chorus of boos from the Marine Band)

Al: Because I’m beginning to feel a draft.

Narrator: That’s the straightman and bite, (he said fishingly) why don’t you shut the windows or close the door?

(Chorus of boos from the Marine Band)

Al: And now, the moment we’ve all been waiting for. The selection.

Narrator: Before we bring you the second selection, a word about next year’s bigger and better show. Next year we are going to feature a new cause for those still drunk with their victory over the administration on the fine points issue: the mural in the Huddle. I can find no one who finds the atmosphere of the already gloomy room enhanced by the sight of nightmarish football players admiring the turkey, instead of the ducks in the lakes on campus (the farsighted l.o.l. realized that someday even Father Duck will go the way of the flesh). I am told that the University was left a large sum of money (the figure mentioned was $100,000) by a little old lady for the feeding of the ducks in the lakes on campus (the fantasized l.o.l. realized that someday even Father Duck will go the way of the flesh). I can find no one who finds the atmosphere of the already gloomy room enhanced by the sight of nightmarish football players admiring the turkey, instead of the ducks in the lakes on campus (the farsighted l.o.l. realized that someday even Father Duck will go the way of the flesh). I am told that the administration refused the money saying, “That sort of thing is for the birds!” Tom Henehan suggested that they take the money and establish a duck-feeding endowment for poor students. The students would have tuition, room and board paid for in exchange for feeding the ducks once a week. If Fr. Heuburg is still looking for a replacement, I’d like to nominate Henehan.

Al: Enough of this levity. Watch your record stands, gang, for a hot disk just out from Big Frenchie’s Record. Another smash hit from that song writing team of Bill Locke and Pat Clinton, “Agaemmone!” A musical comedy remake of the Greek classic by Aeschylus, Agamemnon, is out just in time for the harried Christmas shopper trying to pick out a gift for the man who thinks he has everything. Starring Ruth Fishcher and Michael Monotone, the entire production is best summed up by the insipid chorus during a refrain of “The Insipid Chorus Waltz.”

“Don’t understand what’s happening or what our playwright undertakes here.

But we know whatever is happening it wouldn’t have happened in Shakespeare.”

Al: And now, back to you Al.

Al: Before we bring you the second selection, a word about next year’s bigger and better show. Next year we are going to feature a pre-selection show, “Countdown to Pickoff,” as well as a post-selection show, “The Selective Service Today,” in which we’ll give a “fair” analysis of the draft’s first year. We will also feature the junior All-Americans, those certain to go in the first round of the draft.

Narrator: Excuse me Al, but we all seem to be running out of time.

The Fish Bowl

Mike Kelly

Kronk and the Ducks

It was rather suprisingly real. Students like Tom Kronk and Pat Dowdall, unwilling to sit back and do nothing, got out and started asking questions about why the fieldhouse couldn’t be saved for a campus center for the fine arts. The Art Department, which has been trying to be heard for months, was pleased to join in with a concrete plan (including facts and figures) for saving and renovating the old structure.

Tom Kronk and his new University Arts Council began raising the question publicly over and over and support began to gather (even this column attacked the destruction of the fieldhouse back in October).

Miracle of miracles! There was a rally and people came to it. Art fraks, student senators, drama group people, student bureaucler-writers from the Observer and the Scholastic, radicals, conservatives and even a plain student or two; all of them concerned about the arts at Notre Dame.

After a while, Fr. Heuburg came to.

As Joe McCarthy used to say, “It’s the most unheard of thing I ever heard of!”

Everynow and then a columnist writes what is best described as a “three asterisk” column. These columns are identifiable by frequent breaks denoted by three asterisks (***) . A three asterisk column means one of two things: either the columnist is too rushed and busy to sit down and write out a coherent argument that will run seventy lines or else he has a number of small subjects, none of which is worth a whole column, which he wants to cover. Having done the former before, I am pleased to say this is the latter.

Watch your record stands, gang, for a hot disk just out from Big Frenchie’s Record. Another smash hit from that song writing team of Bill Locke and Pat Clinton, “Agaemmone!” A musical comedy remake of the Greek classic by Aeschylus, Agamemnon, is out just in time for the harried Christmas shopper trying to pick out a gift for the man who thinks he has everything. Starring Ruth Fishcher and Michael Monotone, the entire production is best summed up by the insipid chorus during a refrain of “The Insipid Chorus Waltz.”

“We don’t understand what’s happening or what our playwright undertakes here.

But we know whatever is happening it wouldn’t have happened in Shakespeare.”

A new cause for those still drunk with their victory over the administration are the fine points issue: the mural in the Huddle. I can find no one who finds the atmosphere of the already gloomy room enhanced by the sight of nightmarish football players admiring the turkey, instead of the ducks in the lakes on campus (the farsighted l.o.l. realized that someday even Father Duck will go the way of the flesh). I am told that the administration refused the money saying, “That sort of thing is for the birds!” Tom Henehan suggested that they take the money and establish a duck-feeding endowment for poor students. The students would have tuition, room and board paid for in exchange for feeding the ducks once a week.

If Fr. Heuburg is still looking for a replacement, I’d like to nominate Henehan.
by Dan Shaw

To begin with, Thanksgiving has never really been too important to me in my life. For that matter, I doubt that it's much more than a couple of days off and long sessions in front of the screen for anyone. Anyway, after twenty years, the list of alternatives struck me as pretty boring, and, in spite of long-held prejudices, I was not entirely uninterested in alternate diversions. Not too suddenly, I came up with the idea that it might be amusing to get stewed with a turkey.

Rejecting the more obvious implications of the preceding, I did a little two-stop shopping and picked up two fifths of Old Crow and a fine gobbler. My choice of liquor went unchallenged, but when I suggested that the two of us sit around and shoot the bull any ungrateful guest flew into a rage. It seems that he had been doing a slow boil over man's unhinging transgressions for some time. I was subjected to a withering blast of criticism regarding homo sapiens' cruelty, stupidity, and arrogance.

Particular note spots with this turkey were cases of foul play which we so blantly splatter across national television networks. Chief among these was the "Me and My Wrongs" commercial in which Me's dog flushes a beautiful ring through the mail, which is opened gratefully (and in agonizing slow motion) into the easy range of Me's gun. The only redeeming feature my potential dinner could find was that perhaps the ad would be successful and aid the extermination of hunters via lung cancer. The tirade continued for the better part of an hour, ending with the man's portrayal of animals as stupid and ridiculous (notably Foghorn Leghorn and Superchickes). At this point, though completely overwhelmed by my flighty arguments, I felt it necessary to defend my

kind against the drunken onslaught of the turkey. My first rejoinder was that Superchicken came off quite well when compared to George of the Jungle and the "best of all good guys", Tom Slick, his co-habitors in a now-defunct half hour show. Gaining confidence, I pointed out the fact that many inane animal cartoon shows had been replaced by human-type cartoon shows (which unfortunately are even more inane and far more boring than any of their animal predecessors). Having somewhat soothed his feelings in the area of wounded pride, I turned to the issue of our open attack on wildlife. When I questioned him regarding the existence of wildlife for man's use as he sees fit this descendant of the first Pilgrim slaughter became caustic and cynical.

"The only truth in that," he said, "is man's part in the predator - victim cycle. Just as all animals act as both prey and predator, so man has a part in the process also. You'll notice", he added sarcastically, "that humans are so repulsive to any form of life other than mosquitoes, that as prey they are left entirely alone except in cases of extreme hardship. Nevertheless, we do get a big kick out of watching people, so the amusement you find in watching us is quite mutual".

From what I've heard the horses really put one over on you people quite a few years back. I'm speaking about the invention of the automobile of course. Somehow they managed to pass off a mower, more expensive, more dangerous outfit and got men off their backs to boot. The fact that they got credit for the invention was a small enough price to pay for their present state of leisure and ease."

Hearing all this was quite a revelation to me, but the longer he went on the more suspicious I became. Milkling machines, tractors, instant foods, all invented by animals to decrease their work load and contact with the human race. Finally I couldn't take it any longer and told my blasted turkey to stop throwing the bull. My choice of words was unfortunate to say the least. He flew off the handle anew and I found myself the target of a blast of unfamiliar four letter words. At first I tried to rise above the situation, ignoring the foul invective. When the tirade continued I tried to reason with him, but he would have none of it. I pleaded with him to stop. He threatened, but I held on. Finally I had no other choice, I did the only thing any civilized man could have done.

This Thanksgiving ended just as nineteen others had before it, but, perhaps with an additional feeling of warmth. Colonel Sanders, have you ever considered...
Psychologists try to break indifference shells

Two University of Notre Dame psychologists are trying to break through the shell of indifference and unresponsiveness which often proves as big a barrier to the training of severely retarded children as their mental deficiencies.

Dr. Bobby J. Farrow and Thomas L. Whitman, associate and assistant professors of psychology, have based their research on the fact that learning requires a response on the part of the child. Without such a response, the child has no teacher, the material, or an accompanying reward — no learning will occur.

Getting such a response from the severely retarded can be quite a task in itself, the two professors said, because many retardates simply sit in a corner staring blankly into space, while others are so active they cannot sit still long enough to absorb material. But Farrow and Whitman have discovered that unresponsive retardates can be "convinced" to interact with both other people and their physical surroundings by the use of techniques derived from basic learning theory.

Farrow, assistant chairman of the psychology department, theorized that many retardates do not respond to their environment in the institution because it is often dull, lacking in contrasts, and devoid of objects and situations the child can control or manipulate. "It may not be the child's retardation that makes him unresponsive," Farrow suggested. "I dare say if you put a normal child in many institutions you would end up with a behaviorally retarded child."

To coax reticent children from their shells, Farrow created a special, enriched environment for patients at South Bend's Northern Indiana Children's Hospital, which he describes as a "notable exception to many other institutions in providing considerable opportunity for children to learn and develop a sense of self." Neatly hosi­ng, he set up a motorized trailer equipped with 12 hidden switches, each triggering an event in the room, such as aourses glove珍珠 "Wooly Woodpecker" cartoon, or a spinning wheel of color.

He then placed an unresponsive child in the room. Watching from an observatory booth, Farrow could see the child acciden­tly trip one of the switches — perhaps after three days of com­plete inactivity. The child, generally so unresponsive to his environment, often started back in wonder, clapped or smiled, and looked carefully around the room for the cause of the sur­prise.

After trying the first switch, the children quickly found the relationship between other hidden switches and various clown boxes, cartoons, airplanes and music. Often children would move quickly around the room pushing and pulling switches and watching in delight as the ex­ected event followed.

"The study suggests that children do not need more supervision and regimentation," Farrow said, "but need things built into their environment which they can control. Just like their normal counterparts, they explained, the retardates need to explore their environment, and no­tant different approach to a slightly different and discover the relationship between their actions and occurrences in the surroundings.

problem in teaching retardates at

South Bend's Logan Center to interact with other children of their own age. "We began with the premise that all complex human behavior is learned and can therefore be taught," Whit­man explained. "The problem in breaking the barrier further is because of frequent failures in his attempts to learn, he doesn't get rewarded for even trying within the traditional system."

At the end of the experiment, Whitman stopped rewarding the children for interactions, and as expected, they slowly stopped playing as regularly. "However," he added, "the behavior con­tinued at a much higher level than we expected. Quite possibly playing with others be­comes rewarding in itself."

Need a Pleasant and Private Dinner Meeting Room?

Try the Black Angus with its friendly atmosphere and two private dining rooms, available most times except Friday and Saturday nights. Great steak dinners and easy-on-the-pocketbook prices of course. For reservations phone 234-2292

STEAK HOUSE

1516 N. ironwood Dr., southeast of Convocation Center between South Bend Ave. and Edison Rd.

BLAC ANGUS

Professors Thomas Whitman and Bobby J. Farrow demonstrate part of the equipment in the special mobile unit for their research.

O'Brien new Alumni president

Donald F. O'Brien, a vice pres­ident and account executive in the Houston, Texas, offices of McCann-Erickson, Inc., has been elected president of the Notre Dame Alumni Association.

He succeeds Bernard B. Skol­lund of LaGrange Park, Ill., and assumes office at the January meeting of the Alumni Association board of directors.

A 1942 magna cum laude alumnus of Notre Dame, O'Brien served as president of the Hous­ton Advertising Institute from 1955-57 and was named its "Man of the Year" in 1964. He was elected to the national Alumni Board last year.

Following World War II, he served as a naval carrier pilot in World War II and later com­manded a jet fighter squadron in the Naval Air Reserve.

Nineteen of his 23 years in the advertising business have been spent in McCann-Erickson's Houston branch. For several years Mr. O'Brien held a national assign­ment in the agency's Hbble Oil account, and one of his current assignments includes supervision of the State of Texas tourist advertising.

Cahn will lecture

A new approach to the crises in the cities will be suggested in a series of lectures sponsored by the Urban Affairs Institute of the University of Notre Dame's Student Union Academic Com­mission.

The first scheduled lecture will be presented by Edgar Cahn, an urban law specialist in Wash­ington, D.C., who will speak at 8 p.m. December 2 in the Engin­neering Auditorium. Other lec­tures scheduled this semester include Donald H. Smith, executive associate of the Urban Coalition, and Dr. George Wiley, director of the National Welfare Rights Project.

Among addresses planned for next semester are Stanley Mar­iner, chairman of the board of Nieman Marcus department store in Dallas, and a member of the board of directors of the National Urban Institute, and Jurgen Dlouhy, a German artist who will speak about urban an­

HELP PEACE THE WORLD TOGETHER

Talk it over with the Peace Corps.

Memorial Library Concourse

Dec. 2-5
9:00 am to 4:30 pm

Peace Corps Film

Tues. & Thurs., Dec. 2 & 4, 7:00 PM
Center of Continuing Education

Audio Visual Theatre

Placement Test

Thurs., Dec. 4, at 2:00, 3:00, and 4:00 PM
Fri., Dec. 5, at 2:00 and 3:00 PM

(You must complete a Peace Corps application in order to take the test)

Among Mr. Speaight's theatri­cal credits are the role of Becket in the original produc­tion of "Muder in the Cathed­ral," as well as appearances at the Edinburgh Festival, the International Festival of the Arts and the Third Programme of the BBC. He has received appoint­ments as a Commander of the Order of the British Empire, fellow of the Royal Society of Literature and Officer of the Legion of Honor, and is at Saint Mary's as a visiting director as part of the 125th Anniversary Celebration of the college.

The dates of the production are December 11, 12, 13 and 14, with two private performances on December 5 and 6 for the Saint Mary's College 125th anniversary observance. The production will be stage in O'Laughlin Auditorium and tickets are available by dropping at the theater office at 284-4141.

Court convenes

(Continued from page 1)

The University Court read the SLC directive after which Ms. McIneraney asked for a continuing time to consider and reply to the directive. The Court agreed that the directive be granted until this morning.

University Court member James Chelich said he believed that any students who choose to go before the appellate body will be out of the Court's jurisdiction. He added that he hoped preliminary motions filed by the defense of those choosing the University Court can be heard today.

Bermuda 70

Met Club
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1969

Letters

Correction
Editor:

I regret to correct the report on the CIA-Dow events in the Nov. 20 Observer according to which I made my remarks at the protest. I explained that a subcommittee of the SLC will hold public hearings on the Placement Bureau. Furthermore, I explained that the news media may escalate the demonstration in an identity clash between students and administration. What I in fact said was that the SLC formed a joint committee with the Faculty Senate to look into the operation and policies of the Placement Bureau and to report back with their findings and recommendations. I also promised to relay to that committee the suggestion given by Fr. David Burrell at the protest that the committee hold public hearings. 

I believe that as SLC chairman I had no authority to reply for the committee. I also understand that the committee members were Prof. Charles Allen (committee chairman), Dean Joseph C. Hogan, Mr. Ted O Neill, and Prof. Arthur Poliak.

I made no remarks whatever about "news media" or an "identity clash" although I do recall that those remarks were made by some speaker. 

May I take this opportunity to congratulate the Observer on its generally excellent coverage of the protest.

Sincerely yours,

James L. Massey
Professor

Nuremberg Principle

To the University of Notre Dame — whoever you may be:

There seems to be much confusion and discussion on the issue of the blocking of the Dow and CIA interviews and the subsequent expulsion and suspension of Notre Dame students under the "15 minute rule.

Very few, if any, people on this campus can discuss the relationship between these organizations and the taking of human life and be sure of having all the facts.

However, there is another, very important, issue involved in the punishment of these students. One of the outcomes of World War II was the so-called "Nuremberg Principle". This is to the effect that anyone who feels he is participating in or allowing to happen some atrocity, especially the taking of human life, should do all in his power to stop it.

The early Christian tradition was one of standing up for beliefs even though it led to the Cross of the lions. On this campus we have at least ten people willing to risk suspension and expulsion to show their opposition to these companies on grounds of conscience. There were at least as many more willing to go to jail under the court injunction to show their witness on Wednesday, but the recruiters left campus.

Whether or not you agree with these people that Dow and CIA must be stopped... I feel that you must realize that they were required by Christian tradition and a principle of world justice to act on their belief.

Should people be punished for acting as men?

Can Notre Dame afford to let this principle be smashed?

Germany could have used many such men, can Notre Dame afford to lose the few we've got?

Christopher Barlow

310 Fisher Hall

"Rule of fear"

Editor:

To Dave Lammers:

I read with great interest your editorial, that was in the paper just before Thanksgiving. You made three fine points, however I can only agree with the first two.

Granted, "support demonstrations" should be avoided. And granted, both the right and left should examine and reflect on the importance of the other side. But I cannot agree with your terminology of Fr. Hesburgh's letter as a "rule of fear." You fail to explain just why we should be afraid of it. It "steps" on no one, it does not infringe on our daily lives here at the du Lac.

As to whether or not the ten students should remain expelled or suspended is a very thought-provoking question. And I alone cannot answer it. But Fr. Hesburgh's letter (or at least some de reversion of it) is necessary in a "Christian" community. To me, it is not a rule of fear, but rather a rule of protection!

Peace and victory,

Tom Migueuenez

Youths attack White

On November 30, Joe White, a Senator from Breen-Philips Hall, confronted five teenage vandals in the D-1 parking lot, and became involved in a short fracas with them. As a result of this incident, he has become determined to do something about the situation with vandals in the parking lots.

"I'm sick and tired of this," he said in a telephone interview, "Something has to be done about this.

White said that he went to the D1 parking lot at about 9:10 p.m. to try to start his roommate's car. His roommate had given him the keys to the car, and the vehicle was having trouble starting. As White approached the parking lot, he saw five youths, all about 15 years old, "rummaging around cars." He said two "kids" were in a car, searching through its glove compartment. Two more were "ripping the door off of a couple cars." And he said that one was trying to gain entrance to his roommate's car.

He yelled at the teenagers to scare them away, but they fled only when he ran towards them. One of the vandals shouted obscenities at White, angering him so that he pursued the high-schooler. White caught the youth, and started dragging him away, threatening to turn him over to the authorities.

Though White had made the threat only to scare the teenagers, the vandal's partners in crime evidently took it seriously. One jumped out of the shrubbery, barring White's path, ordering White to release his captive.

At this, another teenager jumped White from behind, and a third took White to the Senator. White says he was momentarily knocked to the ground. The youths jumped on top of him, but White says that he fought them off in a few moments. In that time, however, White's prisoner had escaped. He didn't feel like giving pursuit and went back to Breen-Philips, where he reported the incident to campus security at 8:30.

It is White's opinion that it is these youngsters, not Notre Dame students, who are plaguing the vehicles in the parking lots. He pledges to bring the issue of parking lot security before the Student Senate. He feels that the campus security can do a "lot better job" of patrolling the parking lots. He wishes to work with the SLC in its investigation of campus security. He feels that most students do not become involved personally.

Tchaikovsky

Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 1

Gilels/Chicago Symphony

Reiner

Stravinsky

Alas! I Preludes cho Scores

Reiner/Chicago Symphony

Reiner

Franck

Symphony in D Minor

Boston Symphony Orchestra

Charles Munch

Announcing a Giant Sale on Classical Records at the Notre Dame Bookstore
Carr’s shooting, passing lead Irish to first win

by Mike Pavlin
Observer Sports Editor

Austin Carr scored 18 points in the second half and Notre Dame held off a Minnesota rally to defeat the Golden Gophers 84-75 last night at the losers’ court. ND sent a starting line-up of Carr, Mike O’Connell, Colin Jones, Sid Callett, and John Plack onto the court, but Sid’s sore ankle prevented him from operating effectively. It was the opening game for both squads.

Coach Johnny Dee sent his charges out in a 1-3-1 defense and the game started like a good move as Minnesota was unable to hit during most of the entire half, especially the first part. The Irish also dominated both backcourts early in the contest.

ND’s first five points, however, were all free throws, the first two by Jones, and the Gophers took their only lead of the first half and of the game at 3-1. A driving lay-up by captain Carr heralded a six-point Irish spree, making it 9-6 at 16:16 left. Junior guard Erik Hill closed the gap to 13-11, but ND then ran away to a 24-13 lead at 9:15.

Dee substituted liberally through the middle of the first half and at one point (6:35), none of the five starters were in, but this lasted only briefly. With the Gopher front-line shooting gone ice-cold, long range gunner Ollis Shannon and Hill pulled Minnesota to within three, 30-27 at 4:25. Then Jones canned two free throws, Carr hit a corner jump shot, and Mike O’Connell converted a steal from Carr to blow it out to 36-29.

The half ended 41-30 with ND hitting 48% and Minnesota only 31% from the floor. Carr had 13 points and O’Connell 10. Hill led the Gophers with 10.

The second period boiled down to a struggle between guards. Hall and Shannon (a sophomore) continued their fine showing and even hit the offensive boards well. Larry Mikan, the Gopher’s 6-7 center and leading scorer, shook himself after a poor beginning and began to score. On the other hand, ND’s offense consisted mostly in setting-up Carr, who was cold early in the half.

A quick rally reduced the deficit to six, where it remained until the ten-minute mark. After a trade of points, Shannon and Hill closed the gap to three. Larry Oversee, Minnesota’s second leading scorer last year, missed his second chance at the free throw, and it was 64-63. Jones, who seemed to get clutch points all night, tipped-in a Jim Hinga miss as the Irish pulled off eight points in a row. Carr, his touch back, made it 76-69 at 2:15 and a bucket by Jay Ziezakowski at 1:30 clinched things. During this rally, O’Connell and Carr scored field goals (besides Jones) and John Plack dropped in two free throws. In the final minutes, Carr and Hill each cashed two foul shots and Jones got another tip-in.

Carr played a super game on defense with several fine assists to go along with his 31 points. Jones scored with 19 and O’Connell added 14. Hill (22) and Shannon (18) and Mikan (17) paced Minnesota.

The Irish defense seemed too one-sided with the burden being placed on the shoulders of Carr. The Irish need a healthy Callett to team with Jones and take some of the pressure off Austin.

The big man for the Irish last night was Austin Carr (left) with 31 points. Forward Collin Jones (right) contributed 19 points and a bushel of rebounds.

Shut-out highlights

Apparently suffering no ill side effects after devouring a sumptuous Thanksgiving feast at the South Dining Hall, the Irish icer’s poured in 18 goals past a bewildered Ohio University defense as Notre Dame swept to its second and third straight victories over the holidays by victories over the holidays by the scores of 8-5 and 1-3-1. The Irish should meet their two game tournament at Merrimack College. Last year the Irish gained over three periods of play. Over their first three games, however, the Irish may appear to have gained a much quicker attack over last year’s squad. Combined with a defense that is more solid than ever, the Irish are well capable of spelling defeat for both the Badgers and the top-rated Eagles.

No’s two-goal night in a row iced his season point total to 9 (four goals and 5 assists). Netminder Tomasoni rebounded from his fair showing of Friday night to turn aside all of the Bobcats 25 shots-on-goal in registering the first Irish shutout in 47 years. The Irish should meet their match in the next few weeks as they move on a three week road trip during which they’ll be paired with Wisconsin twice and Boston College once in addition to four other games (including a two game tournament at Merrimack College). Last year the Irish gained over three periods of play. Over their first three games, however, the Irish may appear to have gained a much quicker attack over last year’s squad. Combined with a defense that is more solid than ever, the Irish are well capable of spelling defeat for both the Badgers and the top-rated Eagles.

Freshman John Noble has scored three goals this season, and all three came in one game—against Ohio on Saturday night.